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Film, Cinema, Screen  
Mark David Ryan  
Abstract 
Screen industries around the globe are evolving. While technological change has been slower 
to take effect upon the Australian film industry than other creative sectors such as music and 
publishing, all indications suggest that local screen practices are in a process of fundamental 
change. Fragmenting audiences, the growth of digital video, distribution and exhibition, the 
potential for entirely new forms of cultural expression, the proliferation of multi-platforms, 
and the importance of social networking and viral marketing in promoting products, are 
challenging traditional approaches to ‘film making’. Moreover, there has been a marked 
transition in government policy rationales and funding models in recent years, resulting in the 
most significant overhaul of public finance structures for the film industry in almost 20 years. 
Film, Cinema, Screen evaluates the Australian film industry’s recent development – 
particularly in terms of Australian feature film and television series production; it also 
advocates new approaches to Australian film, and address critical issues around how screen 
production globally is changing, with implications for local screen industries.  
**** 
This special issue revolves around issues relevant to our contemporary understanding of the 
Australian film industry, particularly the flagships of Australian screen content – Australian 
feature film and television series production. Screen industries around the globe are evolving. 
While technological change has been slower to take effect upon the Australian film industry 
than other creative sectors such as music and publishing, all indications suggest that local 
screen practices are in a process of fundamental change. Fragmenting audiences, the growth 
of digital video, distribution and exhibition, the potential for entirely new forms of cultural 
expression, the proliferation of multi-platforms, and the importance of social networking and 
viral marketing in promoting products, are challenging traditional approaches to ‘film 
making’.  
Terms such as ‘film’ are becoming more and more problematic within this evolving 
landscape. Educators, government development bodies, and scholars are increasingly opting 
for the term ‘screen’ over ‘film’ to describe the range of screen possibilities now possible 
from ‘movies’ released and consumed online, to short animations produced for mobile 
phones. State-based ‘film’ agencies, in place to develop local film and television industries, 
are re-making themselves as ‘screen agencies’ to better reflect the broadening spectrum of 
screen possibilities: the former Pacific Film and Television Commission, now Screen 
Queensland, and the New South Wales Film and Television Office, Screen NSW, are 
examples. Similarly, in the future, the ‘Australian film industry’– a term denoting the broad 
screen production sector although often privileging feature film production – may become too 
narrow to meaningfully define mediums as diverse as cinema, television, internet 
broadcasting, mobile phones, online pay-per-download, and multicasting among others.  
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Another important force shaping the film industry in recent years has been a marked 
transition in government policy rationales and funding models. Since 2008, the Producer 
Offset’s introduction, and the creation of Screen Australia – an amalgamation of the 
Australian Film Commission and Film Finance Corporation – has resulted in the most 
significant overhaul of public finance structures for the film industry in almost twenty years. 
Following their announcement, both the Minister for the arts, the Hon. Peter Garrett, MP, and 
Ruth Harley, the chief executive of Screen Australia, have championed a new era for 
Australian screen industries – an era where Australian screen content must attract audiences 
and achieve commercial viability. While Australian cinema had long been funded by public 
subsidy to support cultural production, or the telling of ‘Australian stories’ with little regard 
for commercial returns and the international marketplace, policy frameworks are shifting 
towards what Harley (2009) describes as a new phase of policy where ‘better business and 
bigger audiences have taken centre stage’ (6).  
 
A corollary is that Screen Australia’s new policy rationales mark a shift from ‘cultural’ to 
‘industry’ policy, and by implication a greater emphasis on growth, sustainability, and 
commercial returns, rather than subsidisation of purely cultural expression without 
commercial imperatives. Screen Australia’s new roadmap for the Australian film industry 
therefore, has major implications for how a national cinema and Australian content is 
understood. During the 1970s and 1980s, Australian film was understood as Australian 
stories (Australian settings, themes, characters etc) filmed in Australia (drawing upon 
domestic finance, utilising local crews, and featuring an Australian cast), created by 
Australians (local directors, producers, and screenwriters). In the 1990s, however, Australian 
movies increasingly drew upon international financial and creative inputs, and became more 
‘universal’ in their storytelling. Since the introduction of the Producer Offset, tensions have 
emerged between what defines the boundaries of Australian creative input, and a policy 
mandate to foster commercial imperatives. In Screen Australia’s (2010) Charter of 
Operations, ‘maintaining a balance between cultural and industry growth’ (9) remains a 
policy objective, and the eligibility of Producer Offset projects depends on whether screen 
content is ‘audience focused and culturally relevant’ (6). Yet the relevance of cultural policy 
concerns is, in some cases, being challenged within this policy environment.  
 
In 2008, George Miller’s Hollywood blockbuster Justice League of America was 
controversially refused provisional certification for the Producer Offset by Screen Australia 
on grounds that the movie was not Australian enough, despite the fact the production had 
serious commercial potential and would have resulted in major employment, skills and 
economic multiplier effects for the local industry. This decision clearly positioned the offset 
as a cultural production incentive. The next critical decision for Screen Australia was 
Knowing (2009) – a science fiction movie starring Nicolas Cage, financed by Hollywood, 
with little cultural relevance. Despite being filmed in Australia, and directed and co-written 
by Australian Alex Proyas, Knowing could be seen as a Hollywood movie helmed by an 
Australian attempting to gain access to a generous 40 per cent rebate aimed at stimulating 
‘local’ production. Following Knowing’s release in January 2010, both Proyas and the 
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industry were surprised to receive notification that the movie had qualified for the Producer 
Offset. The movie is now officially regarded as Australian by Screen Australia, and its box-
office earnings have been counted towards the 2009 local share of box-office takings. 
However, Knowing’s qualification may have opened doors for ‘Aussiewood’ movies, with 
partial Australian creative input and significant Hollywood control, to qualify for local 
production incentives, and has set a precedent for Screen Australia’s commercial imperatives 
to override cultural considerations in the assessment of future projects.  
 
Although it is too early to evaluate Screen Australia’s effectiveness in ushering forth a new 
era for Australia film, early signs are positive in two important regards: the scale and release 
strategies of recent Australian movies, and their diversity. Throughout the 1990s and much of 
the 2000s, most Australian movies were low-to-mid budget productions securing limited or 
speciality release. The Australian film industry has been heavily criticised in recent years for 
its failure to reach large audiences, although the reality is that many Australian flicks during 
this period were produced for niche art-house audiences, rather than mass multiplex 
audiences. Since Screen Australia’s inception – although forces were in play during the Film 
Finance Corporation’s tenure – there has been a marked shift towards fostering large scale 
Australian movies produced for wide release. This has marked a return of the Aussie 
blockbuster, after the production of high-end Australian movies such as The Man from Snowy 
River (1982) and Crocodile Dundee (1986) dried up by the end of the 1980s. Since 2006, 
Aussie blockbusters achieving release worldwide include, Australia (2008), Happy Feet 
(2006), and Knowing (2009), and those scheduled for release include, animated children’s 
feature Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga'Hoole (2010), invasion movie Tomorrow 
When the War began (2010), apocalyptic road movie Mad Max 4 (2011), and the animated 
children’s movie sequel Happy Feet 2 3D (2011). The growth of Aussiewood movies reflects 
both the extent to which the Australian film industry has become integrated into global 
audiovisual networks in recent years, and Screen Australia’s willing to embrace 
internationalisation in an attempt to foster the growth and enterprise structures of local screen 
industries.  
 
In terms of diversity, over the last two decades the Australian film industry’s output has been 
generally characterised by quirky comedies, off-beat drams, or art-house movies. By contrast, 
the 2010 production slate is arguably among the most diverse offering of Australian feature 
films since the 1980s. Such movies include musical Bran Nue Dae, comedies I love you Too 
and Wog Boy 2, horror movies Daybreakers and The Loved Ones, action/adventure movie 
Tomorrow When the War Began, war movie Beneath Hill 60, crime drama Animal Kingdom, 
the modern-day western Red Hill, and art-house fare such as Bright Star. Such diversity is a 
positive step forward in breaking down the assumption that there is a single national audience 
for Australian movies, and recognises that different audiences exist for diverse movie genres 
and aesthetic cycles at any given time.    
 
Recent debate about Australian cinema arguably exists somewhere between ‘national cinema’ 
discourse and emerging theories of ‘transnational cinema’– a fledgling discourse which 
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explores the analysis of national production systems in terms of international dimensions, 
interdependencies, and diasporas; relations between universal movie genres and local 
production systems; and a breaking down of narrow perspectives of what constitutes a 
‘national’ cinema among many other theoretical concerns. In previous decades, Australian 
cinema and policy discourses have largely ‘defined the Australian cinema … as a moment of 
cultural resistance against a dominant Hollywood other’ (Verhoeven, 2010, p.154), film 
history has tended to ignore commercial filmmaking engaging with popular movie genres – 
regarded as debased filmmaking in comparison to films more cultural in nature – and 
discourse has tended to emphasise a ‘national cinema’ with little regard to international 
engagements and exchanges.  
 
However, by the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, debate is arguably shifting 
towards a more diverse understanding of Australian film. The ongoing research of Jane Mills, 
Ben Goldsmith, Tom O’Regan and Deb Verhoeven among many others, are investigating 
complex issues around interrelations between a national production system and a global 
audiovisual sector. In a short period of time, ‘Ozploitation’ discourse – a term coined by 
Mark Hartley in the documentary Not Quite Hollywood (2008) – has emerged as a fledgling 
approach to the study of Australian genre movies. Key genre movies have been the subject of 
the Currency Press’ Australian Classics series, from Alvin Purple (1973) to Mad Max (1979), 
while numerous authors are re-evaluating Australia’s genre filmmaking heritage and 
contemporary trends in genre movie production. Moreover, as several articles in this special 
issue indicate, research into Australian film is moving beyond a preoccupation with the 
production sector towards other segments of the value chain, in particular distribution, and 
the implications for the local production system and consumption. Such research is leading to 
a more comprehensive understanding of Australian film which highlights that purely national 
and cultural production centred approaches to screen industries, in an era when globalisation 
and technological change are eroding national boundaries and transforming screen practices, 
is becoming increasingly limited. However, as the above discussion of the Producer Offset 
illustrates, this is not to say that discussion of ‘the national’ and its attendant debates are no 
longer relevant, but rather discussion is broadening beyond these concerns to include other 
facets of film practice and theory which have received less debate in previous decades.  
  
Against this broad background, the following articles evaluate the recent development of the 
Australian film industry, advocate new approaches to Australian film, and address critical 
issues around how screen production globally is changing with implications for local screen 
industries. Con Verevis and Deane Williams explore the historical development of film 
studies in Australia, and future directions for film theory. In so doing, they delineate the 
influence of international screen studies on domestic discourse. Alan Cameron, Deb 
Verhoeven and David Court interrogate the practices and agency of Australian screen 
producers, producing screen content for cinema, TV, video, and online/interactive formats. 
Based upon substantial empirical data and a comprehensive national Australian Screen 
Producer Survey jointly undertaken by the AFTRS Centre for Screen Business, RMIT 
University and Bergent Research, their analysis offers valuable insight into what is ‘an 
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elusive category’ and delivers detailed analysis into the activities, demographics, educational 
qualifications, and the career paths of Australian screen producers.  
 
Alex Burns and Ben Eltham evaluate the effectiveness of the Film Finance Corporation’s 
policies in supporting the Australian film industry’s development from the end of the 10BA 
tax regime’s golden era in 1988 until the FFC’s incorporation into Screen Australia in 2008. 
Their analysis suggests the FFC was unable to live up to its billing as an investment style film 
bank charged with delivering commercial financing for the screen industries. Stuart 
Cunningham, Jon Silver, and John McDonald investigate the growth of online distribution, 
and the extent to which disruptions in tradition distribution models are producing new 
competitors to major trans-national corporations historically controlling global entertainment 
markets. Deb Verhoeven offers an analysis of how spatial and temporal issues shape the 
release patterns of international and Hollywood movies in Australia. Her article provides an 
empirical basis from which to consider the agency of distributors and how their activities 
shape exhibition and ultimately viewing practices.    
Greg Hearn and I explore key issues around the emergence of ‘next generation’ filmmaking 
practices and business models, which builds upon current debate about the implications of 
digital distribution for local screen production. Sue Ward, Tom O’Regan and Ben Goldsmith 
examine the longevity of Australian soaps such as Neighbours and Home and Away, and offer 
an explanation for the recent success of Packed to the Rafters. Their analysis illuminates how 
popular Aussie soaps such as Neighbours remain ongoing features of Australia’s audiovisual 
landscape despite declining audiences.         
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